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Mazaki No Fantaji is a tabletop role-playing game set in a dangerous, fantastic
world. The Nopo Continent is rich with majestic animals, untouched landscapes,
and aggressive armies. A world reminiscent of your favorite fantasy anime
and Japanese role-playing video games awaits: Floating mountain fortresses,
otherworldly monsters, the fusion of magic and coal technology, half-animal
races wiser than humans, expanding empires of iron and steam, and idyllic
villages unaware of encroaching chaos. The use of “flight jade,” a green crystal
as caustic as it is powerful, has spawned a new age of uncertainty and war.

b The conflict resolution engine is crazy versatile. Game

masters can tell any kind of story and reproduce any kind
of dynamic situation, whether politically suspenseful or
violently explosive.

b Designing a monster, a puzzle, an

argument, or a hidden treasure all
follow the same steps. Each conflict or
“Obstacle” in the scene is written on
a Tile and made official as soon as it is
placed on the table.

b Players create new “Conditions”

on the fly, qualitative details or unique
circumstances that then become
mechanical factors in the ongoing
encounter.

b Combat strategy is heavily team-

focused. Players decide in what order
to take their turns, planning the best
series of Moves and Attacks and
responding together to surprises and
new developments.

b A complex encounter of several

interesting Tiles and enemies can work
wonderfully as a one-off, role-playing
puzzle/board game!
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Introduction
Whether your group is simulationist, narrativist, or gamist; Mazaki No Fantaji will captivate.
The Tile-based system is “crazy versatile” after all. And because you come up with the
qualitative triggers, the game is precisely as funny, light, lewd, witty, or heady as your fellow
players are.
The engine is family-friendly and easy to explain to new or young gamers. We have played
a hardly-stripped version of Mazaki with a 4 year-old who had the Traits Green Hands (the
drawing she did of her character had green hands) and Loud. Rolling and looking for higher
numbers than what her enemy rolled was right up her alley.

The Basic Idea

b Ten-Sided Dice
b Counter Tokens
(5-9 of each per player)

b Pencils
b Printed Character Sheets
b A Stack of Index Cards
b Color Markers (Optional)

Mazaki has a simple engine with a deep potential for
both creativity and strategy. The few moving parts
come together on the tabletop to produce a vibrant and
dynamic arena for players to respond to and role-play
within.

Creativity: Characters have qualitative “Traits” instead

of quantitative attributes or stats. You will use these
Traits to come up with character-driven actions and wild
stunts. The more creative and exciting the player, the
more successful the hero.

Strategy: But role-playing is about more than coming

up with “cool” actions. You will need to be quick and
smart to make the best choice with the advantages those cool stunts afford. You will have to
manage the escalating momentum of combat, and push things in the direction you want. It will
take planning. It will take wits. The smarter and sharper the player, the more successful the
hero.
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The People of the Nopo Continent
The Emishi farmers, caught between foreign invaders, are
charged with the task of maintaining the natural balance, an
equilibrium now colored with turmoil at the advent of Jade
technology. Monsters, creatures spawned in the friction
between unearthed Jade and the natural spirits, have begun
roaming the plains of Nopo again, their presence a harbinger
of the devastation the Jade can bring.
While the vast majority of Emishi people live in self-sustaining
villages throughout the Continent, the heart of the culture is
Mazaki City. Mazaki is a gorgeous city built atop the remains
of a fallen floating island. The original inhabitants of the
floating city have mixed blood and culture with the Emishi
of the plains for over 200 years, long before the new wave
of Andhuran invaders. Ethnically complex, the city is a focal
point for the seasonal cycles of the Emishi and a great hub of trade. Now the city has attracted
the attention of two new civilizations: One hungry for power, the other following the mysteries
of their own past.
The Guanxi constitute a vast
bureaucratic state organized on
a large island that until recently
practiced extreme isolationism.
Every citizen is rigidly bound to the
State and lives by a centuries-old
code of honor and decorum. The
strongest presence of Guanxi on
Nopo are two Charter Cities that
were both founded within the
last ten years. Centrally mining
and trading outfits, these charter
communities work tirelessly to
supply iron and Jade to the heart
of the Empire, which has been
undergoing a tradition-shattering industrial revolution now for almost a generation. As the
Guanxi state grows hungry, the vast resources of the Nopo Continent glitter all the more.
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The Andhurans swarmed into the plains and valleys of Nopo
as three separate political states that have been in a state of
almost constant war for generations. Though politically and
to some extent culturally independent, they share a language
and singular Church, the Kerala. Andhurans reside in floating
cities and flying fortresses, sustained by supplies and slaves
from the villages below. There is no more ominous a sight
for the Emishi villager than a floating island of rock, machine,
and magic approaching from across the plains. For any such
city would not hesitate a moment to send down pirates and
slave-catchers should it be in need of resources. Andhurans
are masters of the Jade, controlling the caustic substance to
navigate their floating cities, fortresses, and airships. They
come seeking knowledge of their legendary lost city, which
looks an awful lot like the ruins below Mazaki...

Combat Tiles
Mazaki utilizes four kinds of Tiles to represent and record the elements of conflict both within
combat and without. These Tiles are based on the four elements of a good story: Characters,
Obstacles, Themes, and Conditions. The plot of a good, engaging story emerges as the interplay
of these four elements. Our goal: The development of characters as they overcome conflict in
fun, unique situations being told in a particular style or voice.
These Tiles are created and managed by your creativity. Elements of the story are “made
official” by being placed on the table. Once something is written down, it can only be altered
within the game’s mechanic. What was once qualitative fluff or description is now part of the
mechanical engine of the game! Each Tile functions in a different way to guide the story and
provide exciting role-play opportunities for your group. Be creative to come up with interesting
additions to the tale, but stay smart to handle what arises.
You will learn about each of the four Tiles in the following pages. After the moving parts have
been discussed, you will learn how to take turns, roll attacks, and defeat your foes!
This Quickstart includes all the ideas and rules you need to use the pre-generated characters to
face enemies available for download from our website: www.anthroposgames.com. Whether
you picked this up at a convention or downloaded it online, please give whatever feedback you
can to make Mazaki No Fantaji the ultimate anime/JRPG tabletop game!!

Characters

Obstacles

Every story has Characters. These Tiles are
the heroes controlled by the lucky players
of Mazaki as well as the archvillains and
recurring monsters. Character Tiles contain
all the information needed to role-play a
dynamic hero struggling with his or her fate.

All the weaker enemies you fight, puzzles
you solve, and traps you encounter are
Obstacles. These represent the many
hurdles, hindrances, and hazards of
adventuring in Nopo. Obstacles can be
active or passive, brutally concrete or rather
abstract.

Themes

Conditions

Every Scene has one or more emotional cue
cards. Themes represent the tenor or mood
of a Scene, giving the action a particular hue.
Characters “play to” Themes to gain dice,
and earning Theme Rewards is the only way
to advance your hero.

Think of Conditions as little triggers or
landmines in a Scene. Conditions are ad hoc
situations that arise in combat, matters of
fact that players need to be wary of lest they
lose Drama. Utilizing Conditions is the best
way to steal dice from your opponents.
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Character Tiles
Character Tiles for Mazaki No Fantaji are concise and crisp. The game is simple enough, and
we even built a few reminders into the Tiles for ease of play. While most enemies will come in
the form of Obstacles, Character Tiles can be used for recurring villains and powerful monsters
as well as heroes. The seven sections of the Tile are described below:

1. N a m e

and Background
Straightforward information about your character. Mazaki has three central nations, diverse
cultures that resemble several popular anime genres.

2. N i c h e
Your hero’s Niche is his or her social position and status within the greater culture. During
Character generation, players roll a Niche, but they get to choose of which milieu to be a part.

3. F a c e t s

of Fate
What makes your Character a hero is his or her Fate. Every hero has a Fate that cannot be
escaped, a power or cause that pushes them along. Each Fate can have several Facets, and each
Facet relates to a power or ability that sets your hero apart from the masses.

4. T r a i t s
These are the qualitative descriptors that give your Character her personality and effectiveness.
Each character begins the campaign with at least two Traits. The best Traits are poetic (or at
least figurative): Song lyrics, titles, cliches, and proverbs work very well. Traits that work both
in combat and in social situations will be the most useful. Traits offer a broad temperament or
persona for your hero, giving you a direction to follow during role-playing.
The diamonds on the left represent how many dice the Trait is worth (page 15). In rare cases,
a single Trait can offer two dice when “played to” in combat. By default, all Traits give only a
single die. Because Characters begin with two Traits, the first two rows are already filled in.

5. G e a r & E q u i p m e n t
While Mazaki No Fantaji does not have individual mechanics in place for items, Gear can
be very important! Trying to cut a captive free? Without a sword, that would be a Move
with a Difficulty of 8 (see page 16). With a sword in your Gear, cutting the same ropes would
have a Difficulty of 3. Gear and equipment, while offering no direct bonuses, are crucial to
accomplishing tasks and overcoming Obstacles. Pack wisely.

6. R e s i s t a n c e
Health comes in blocks of [1] (Stress Wounds), [2] (Flesh Wounds), and [3] (Mortal Wounds).
Written in algebraic notation, each hero begins with 1[3] / 2[2] / 4[1]. We use this notation to
keep track of enemy health too. When referring to Obstacles that do not have “health” per se,
we use the broader “Resistance Blocks” to talk about the durability of an opponent.

7. S t a t u s E f f e c t s
While not a large part of this Quickstart, Status Effects can be caused by certain kinds of attacks
and leave a lasting impact on your hero. The effects are all written directly on the Tile. It costs
2DT to remove a Status Effect from your hero mid-Scene.
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Obstacles
Name of Obstacle

Most Obstacles will have generic names and can
be used repeatedly to represent new enemies

Obstacle Image

Description

A brief description of the Obstacle

Traits

Every Obstacle will have at
least one Trait

Special Powers & Rules
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This will include strategies the
enemy might use in combat as well
as Powers and special rules for the
Obstacle

Resistance

Resistance represents the
health or “hit points” of living
Obstacles and the structural
integrity or complexity of
passive Obstacles

Obstacles (continued)
Obstacle Tiles are used to represent most enemies, monsters, problems, and events that
get in the way of the characters and their heroic aims. The majority of battles, contests, and
dangerous situations will revolve around Obstacles of one kind or another. While they have
many stats similar to those of full characters, Obstacles are meant to be temporary foes or
hurdles that do not last from scene to scene the way
important villains do.

Obstacles can be active, such as
monsters and warriors, or passive,
such as locked doors, barred gates,
broken engines, hidden traps, and
heavy boulders.

During home games and convention play, we use
printed Tiles that include artwork and special rules
or features of the Obstacle. Samples are available for
download on our website, and certain forthcoming
adventure modules will come with all the Tiles needed
to play them.

When creating Obstacles from scratch, Storytellers can spend as much or as little time as they
want filling out index cards with the needed information. We recommend using a black marker
for Obstacles, distinguishing them from Themes (Blue) and Conditions (Red) on the table. A
simple handwritten Obstacle Tile may look something like the image below.

Traits
Obstacles will always have at least one Trait.
These function exactly the way the Traits of
heroes function. You will learn about “playing
to” Traits and Themes on page 15.

Special Powers & Rules
Obstacles may have Powers that duplicate
the Facets of a hero’s Fate. Other Powers can
be unique magics or abilities that make the
Obstacle menacing in new ways.
Overpowers are powers that come into effect only when the Obstacle has obtained a certain
amount of Drama. Much like the Powers of a hero, some of these will expend DT while others
simply stay in effect as long as the requisite level of Drama is maintained.
Additionally, this section will hold information about the Obstacle’s favored Conditions and
strategies in combat. Marking these on the Tile allows Storytellers to implement powerful
Conditions that might seem too advantageous or unfair if not printed ahead of time as part
of the unique powers of the Obstacle. The spined lizard, for example, will attempt to set up a
“Thrashing Tail” Condition, which will sap Drama from any hero who ends up behind the lizard.

Resistance
Resistance functions the same way for Obstacles as it does for Characters. Whether
representing the health of a physical enemy or the difficulty of a locked door, Resistance
must be overcome with the Damage Effects of Attacks. See page 17 for more information on
damaging Obstacles.
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Obstacles (continued)
Concrete Obstacles
Most Obstacles represent physical hurdles,
whether active or passive. Monsters,
animals, locked doors, powerful winds.
For example: The party is caught in an
ambush within an old Guanxi temple. A tall
gate is the only exit. The Storyteller gives the
gate a single [2] for Resistance. Andrew has
his wizard Xinjin “attack” the door by feeling
around the edges and slipping a dagger into
the frame to lift the bolt. While rolling the
same as an Attack (see page 17), the group
does not imagine Xinjin actually kicking or
stabbing at the door.

Abstract Obstacles
Some Obstacles represent more abstract
objectives or hurdles. These do not take
damage and instead are overcome by losing
Drama. These Obstacles are defeated by
neutralizing them, i.e. reducing their Drama
to zero. Because they do not have physical
shape, they have no Resistance per se.
For example: In the Scene with the Terrasaur, the Storyteller decides to write up the plight of
the locals as an Abstract Obstacle titled “The Locals in Danger!” The Obstacle is given 5 Drama
to begin the Scene, and an Overpower is determined that if the Tile reaches 8 Drama, the people
start dying. Each round, the Storyteller will roll against a Difficulty of 5 to increase the Drama of
the Obstacle. The heroes will have to establish Conditions (see pages 20 and 21) that mitigate the
danger and eventually reduce the Tile to zero Drama. At that point the card will be removed and
considered “neutralized.” For every turn the Tile is at 8 Drama or higher, locals are being trampled
and eaten by the Terrasaur. While this does not mechanically hinder the heroes, it will affect the
narrative and the role-playing and maybe limit what Themes are awarded later (see next page).
Some Obstacles might be a combination of the two. This isn’t a hard and fast boundary, just a
reminder or general description to help show the breadth and flexibility of the system. Feel free
to create Obstacles that bend these rules or represent even more ephemeral states, problems,
or errors. Some Obstacles might take an either/or approach: Players can defeat the Obstacle by
dealing damage to its Resistance or by reducing its Drama to zero.
The goal is for every element of the story to have a subjective and objective side, a qualitative
presence in the role-playing as well as a place within the mechanical grid on the table. Groups
are free to play fast and loose with what is written and what left “unofficial,” and there are no
strict rules about what needs to be recorded and what does not. Follow your own flow.
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Themes
Every scene has a small number of Themes that guide the action of the narrative and provide a
tenor or feel to the play. Themes let players know how to orient their characters and respond to
the scene’s drama, acting as mechanical markers that ground the Storyteller’s target mood for
any particular Scene.
Because Themes are unique to the interests and
passions of every group, we do not provide printed
Theme Tiles. Even in forthcoming adventure modules,
the prescribed Scenes come only with “suggested”
Themes and offer alternatives for different styles of
play.

In home games and convention
play, we color-code Themes using
a blue marker. This distinguishes
them from Obstacles (Black) and
Conditions (Red) during the chaos
of battle!

Themes do not take turns or actions at all. They are in
place to give players and Storytellers solid, mechanical
motivation to stay in character and maintain the agreed upon mood or energy for the session.
You will learn more about how character actions “play to” Themes on page 15.
For example: In the above encounter with the Spined Terrasaur, the Storyteller decides on 3
Themes: “Monster Mayhem,” “Disturbing the Peace,” and “Hot Sun, Cold Blood.” The group takes
a few moments to discuss what each Theme brings to the Scene. People ask questions about the
“Monster Mayhem” first: Is it silly? Does the Storyteller expect the Scene to be like a 1970s monster
movie? Halfway through the Scene, the group has sorta settled on conventions for the Theme:
Whenever buildings or structures are destroyed, the Theme is triggered. “What about ‘Hot Sun,
Cold Blood?’” someone asks. This Theme comes to reflect the blistering sun of the hot climate and
the lizard nature of the Terrasaur. As the Scene matures, players come to see it as also relating to
the struggle for survival between animal and environment.
Themes come alive and grow definitions
organically during play. Take some time
figuring out exactly what a good Theme
can do and then keep them around for
reuse.

Character Progression

At the end of every Scene, the
Storyteller will decide which character
demonstrated or enacted each Theme
most devotedly, and gives that Tile to the
player who earned it.
Players spend Theme Tiles they have
earned to improve their characters
by adding another Facet to their Fate,
purchasing another Trait, or upgrading
their Resistance. Return the Tiles to the
Storyteller after you spend them. The
costs for each improvement are written
on the Character Sheet in small boxes
just above each section.
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Setting the Scene
When a Scene begins, there will be at least three kinds of Tiles on the table. The Character
Tiles will always be in place, each representing one of the heroes controlled by the players.
If any recurring villains are present, their Character Tiles will be placed on the table as well.
The Storyteller will also lay out Obstacle Tiles that make the Scene possible and describe
each enemy, puzzle, or hindrance that the characters
perceive. Some Obstacles will begin the Scene
facedown on the table because characters may not yet
A Scene may or may not begin with
be aware of them.

Condition Tiles in play. See pages
20 & 21 for information on handling
Conditions and what role they play
in combat.

Every Scene also includes one or more Theme Tiles that
provide the emotional tenor of the encounter. There
may be a single major Theme that directs the Scene
or a handful of Themes guiding the drama. Because
Theme Tiles are used to give XP to the characters, it
is generally a good idea to be generous with the number of Themes. A small battle may have
3 or 4, while a more pivotal Scene could easily have 5 or 6 Themes. Of course, to increase
competition among players, limiting the number of Themes can be useful.

N a rr a t i o n

Check out our website for a video

Let us imagine a group of heroes is visiting an Emishi
that demonstrates how to “Set the
shrine near the Enna Desert when a Spined Terrasaur
Scene” and discusses options for
bursts through the protecting wall of the compound!
arranging the example used here!
The players will have to slay the beast and protect
the locals to best win the Scene. While describing
the situation, the Storyteller places the appropriate
Obstacles and Themes on the table visible to all players. When the action begins, the table
would look something like this:

Th e m e 2

Theme 1

L iz a r d
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L o ca ls

Th em e 3

Initiative and Gameplay
So. The Tiles are arranged and the Scene begins. Let’s start the action! But how? The following
are a few tips and strategies for making sure your first Scene opens with a bang.

Managing Drama

Obstacles can begin a Scene with Drama Tokens already in play. Imagine a hungry monster
bursting through the city walls, surprising heroes and villagers alike. That monster already has
3 or 4 Drama in tow easy. Player-characters, on the other hand, often start flat-footed without
momentum. In the above scenario, after introducing the monster and the mayhem, we would
likely give players one or two turns each to react with Moves in preparation for the ensuing
combat. Think of these Moves as cinematic “reaction shots” that represent how the hero
immediately responds to the new danger. More on
Drama and Moves starting on page 15.

Turns

Turns in Mazaki are rather loose. The Storyteller takes
her turn first, controlling all the Obstacles on the
table in whatever order she deems fit. Even passive
Obstacles will take turns: Flames will grow higher, ships
will sink farther, clocks will tick. The more Obstacles in
play, the more strategy surrounding who moves first
and who second. Each Tile can take only a single turn.

Good Storytellers will figure out
quickly that starting a cool mini-boss
with low Health and a handful of
Drama will make for a more exciting
fight and a more striking narrative
than creating a mini-boss with tons
of Health. Fun does not magically
follow from high hit points!

After the Storyteller finishes her turn, the players each take a single turn in whatever order they
decide. Some characters may be better at winnowing down enemy Drama and so take their
turns first, other characters moving in to deal damage later. At certain times, the team may
want to attempt damage with the bruiser characters first and only resort to other strategies if
the frontal assault fails. Characters with multiple talents may want to hold back for a while and
see how earlier actions turn out. Or maybe one player is just a bully and always wants to go first.
Really, it’s up to you. Play is fast and “table talk” is necessary.

You will learn more about
what to do during your turn
on the next page.
In a typical combat Scene, each
side takes turns back and forth
until the Obstacles have all been
overcome or until the heroes die.
Active Obstacles are overcome
by taking damage, while Passive
Obstacles are overcome when
their Drama reaches 0, i.e. when
they are, in effect, “neutralized.”
But in the flow of gaming, some
Obstacles may disappear on their
own or change around as the
heroes’ objectives change. Don’t
be a slave to the table!
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Taking Turns
The mechanical engine of Mazaki centers on two kinds of actions, Moves and Attacks. On any
turn, within combat or without, the player chooses to undertake one of these two options.
Moves are small actions that characters take to build momentum or generate an advantage in
preparation for an Attack. Moves happen often, whenever the player dictates a narrative action
for his or her character to gain a mechanical edge. Though Moves may or may not succeed,
they are not generally considered risky or dangerous. Attacks represent those actions that
require the character to make a grand effort of some sort, usually against an opponent. Attacks
are not subtle moves or positioning, but instead high-intensity gambits that follow a series of
movements. These will not always be concrete attacks in the sense of lethal combat, but all
Attacks will have an element of drama and risk.
The more Traits and Themes you can sufficiently “play to” on a single Attack, the more dice
you will roll. Likewise, the more successful Moves you make to build Drama before Attacking,
the more dice your character will be able to roll also. Keep in mind that you can suffer damage
when Attacking as your enemy will always be rolling a counterattack in defense. Even a passive
Obstacle such as a Locked Door can deal Stress Wounds, [1], to a hero who botches an Attack!

So, it is your TURN. What do you do?

MOVE

AT T ACK
“Play to” Any Traits & Themes

“Play to” 1 Trait or Theme
Declare Move
Storyteller Sets Difficulty
Roll 1d10 to tie or beat Difficulty

Spend [1] on either:
Drama Effect: Add another
Drama Token to your stack,
which we write as “DT+”
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Condition Effect: Create, Force,
or Eliminate a single Condition

Declare Attack
Roll Dice
One per Drama Token
One per “Played” Trait and Theme
Defender Does Same
[n] = All Dice that Beat Opponent’s Highest.
Ties are Called “Clashes” : DT+ to Both

Spend [n] on:
Damage Effect: Deal damage to an enemy in
blocks of [1], [2], or [3]. Can deal 3[1] or 1[3]
Condition Effect: Create, Force, or Eliminate
a Condition. You can even use 2[1] to Create
a Condition and then immediately Force it
during the same turn

“Playing To”
Whenever a player declares an action, the group
decides how many Traits and Themes that particular
action “plays to.” Each Trait or Theme adds 1 die to
the pool for that action. Moves only require 1 die,
so the player need only play to one Trait or Theme.
Attacks can use many dice, so the player will choose
an action that plays to as many Traits and Themes as
possible.
“Playing to” means that the character’s action
reflects, represents, or demonstrates one or more
of the character’s Traits and/or ambient Themes.
Drama is the result of developed characters taking
meaningful actions, and the mechanic of “playing
to” Traits and Themes is the foundation upon which
Mazaki provides such attention to cinematic drama.
For example: Emily’s Andhuran spy, Garre, has the Trait
Never Leaves On the Light, which metaphorically
describes Garre as an inconsiderate person with habits
of ending things quickly, never wasting resources,
and disregarding the needs of others. It can also has a
literal interpretation of performing well in darkness.
Emily “plays to” this Trait anytime Garre picks a locked
window in the dark, snubs the host of a feast after
he tells a joke, or kicks a Mazaki soldier in the head to
knock him unconscious (knocking his lights out!).
Garre also has a Slip Sliding Away Trait. This describes
Garre as the kind of spy who slips, slides, and sidesteps
trouble. Emily “plays to” this Trait anytime Garre slips,
slides, run, dodges, or shirks something.
To attack the Spined Terrasaur, Emily declares Garre’s action: “Leaving Hakunen to fight for
himself, I bolt towards the lizard, sliding between its legs and slashing at its meaty underbelly.” The
group decides that Emily “played to” both Traits by taking into account Garre’s tendencies to ditch
teammates (Never Leaves On The Light) and get acrobatic (Slip Sliding Away).

What Not To Do

Look out for a video on our website
Keep in mind that playing to a Trait does not require
that offers dozens of examples for
your character do things in Trait-like ways. If you have
“Playing To” Traits and Themes!
the Trait Catfoot and are faced with a barred door, do
not think to yourself, “How can I break down this door
in a Catfoot-like way?” It is not how you do something,
but what you are doing. Maybe you slip through a
window instead? Maybe you pick-pocket the keys from someone else? Maybe you slide your
foot in the door the next time it opens to stop it from closing?
The point is to direct meaningful action from the characters not elicit fluffy descriptions from
the players. See more examples of “Playing to” during Moves and Attacks on pages 18-19.
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Moves
A Move is any action meant to give the character an advantage or to set up a better position
for future rolls. They represent strategic maneuvers that come before the more risky Attacks.
Moves require “playing to” a single Trait or Theme and a roll of 1d10 against a Difficulty that
typically has a “pass or fail” outcome. A “pass” gains the character success at whatever stunt
was attempted in the narrative, and offers the added mechanical benefit of marking a clear
advantage for the character, a Condition Effect, or escalating the Drama of the scene. A “fail”
results in a negative outcome in the narrative and no mechanical benefit.

How

to

Roll

a

Move

1.

The player first declares that he or she is making a Move and describes the action, which
must “play to” one Trait or Theme.

2.

The Storyteller then sets a Difficulty for the action. This is the “target number” of the roll.
To keep things consistent and as objective as possible, we follow the 3-5-8 Rule (see below).

3. The player rolls. Any result that ties or beats the Difficulty results in one die worth of

success, which we record as [1]. If the roll is lower than the Difficulty, the Move fails.

4. The player then decides what to do with the [1] that scored. Moves make available either
a Drama Effect or a Condition Effect. Drama Effects will be discussed below, while Condition
Effects will be discussed in the section on Conditions (see pages 20 & 21).

The 3-5-8 Rule
During convention play, we set all Difficulties at either 3,
5, or 8. That means Moves will have an 80%, 60%, or 30%
chance of passing. This gives the Storyteller a simple rigor
to keep the gameplay consistent. If the Move is good, give
it a low Difficulty of 3. If it is pretty poor, give it the high
Difficulty of 8. Is it somewhere in between? Then give it a
5, granting the player the benefit of the doubt with a 60%
chance of success. Simple, consistent, and still fun.

Drama Effects

Drama is how Mazaki No Fantaji
records momentum, excitement,
and intensity. You can use the
[1] generated from a successful
Move to score a Drama Token.
For example: Andrew has his
Guanxi wizard “stare into the
embers, the flames reflecting in
his black eyes,” playing to his
character’s Burning Gaze Trait.

The simple description adds dramatic detail to the Scene and allows Andrew to develop his
character as an ominous, slow-to-speak magicker. We write this bonus as “DT+” and keep track
of a Character’s or Obstacle’s total Drama with physical tokens stacked on or near the Tile.
Drama Tokens offer your character more dice when Attacking and are also used to deploy
certain Powers or abilities. The “Mantra” Facet, for example, allows a hero to spend her own DT
to reduce an enemy’s. Note that most powers will expend DT, while Overpowers will not. For
example, the “Canon” Facet sets up an Overpower that deals damage after the hero reaches
6DT without costing anything. Rolling basic Attacks does not expend or “cash out” DT either.
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After a series of Moves, Drama and excitement will begin to surround the character. Imagine
the scene in an anime: The camera lingers over your character, emphasizing the tension as it
grows, underscoring the significance of the eminent conflict.

Attacks
Attacks represent direct assaults from one character against another. These actions capitalize
on Moves taken and advantages set up earlier. Attacks engage as many dice as the player
can muster and are aimed at overcoming obstacles or damaging opponents. Keep in mind
that Attacks are two-way affairs, and the targeted opponent could just as easily damage the
attacker. In Mazaki there are no passive defenders.

How

to

Roll

an

Attack

1. Declare Attack by choosing a target and describing your hero’s action. Everyone decides
together how many Traits and Themes are evoked by the character’s attempt.
2. Roll one die for each Trait and Theme “played to” and one die for each Drama Token your
hero already possesses. Grab the handful and let them fly at once!

3. Your opponent will declare a response, which does not necessarily have to stay defensive.

Opponents can counter during any Attack. The group decides on which Traits and Themes have
been evoked, and the defender rolls a big handful of dice (including Drama) also. In some ways,
attacking an enemy is tantamount to giving them a free
turn!

4. Compare the results. The highest die wins! In fact,
ALL the dice that outscore the loser’s highest die hit
the target.

If the two combatants tie, it is called
a “Clash” and no damage is dealt. In
a Clash, both parties gain DT+ from
the intensity of the dance. It does
not matter how many dice tie.

For example: Neal’s Emishi rogue has 4DT. In a gruesome
dagger strike, he plays to 2 Traits and 1 Theme. Neal rolls
7 dice, scoring: 3, 4, 4, 6, 8, 9, 0. Wamae rolls for the Ember Goblins with 2DT, playing to 2 Traits. He
scores: 5, 5, 6, 7. Neal has scored [3] because his 8, 9, and 0 ALL beat Wamae’s highest result, 7.
The winner then decides how to deploy all
the dice that hit. Attackers can deal Damage
Effects and/or Condition Effects. Each die
that lands can be used to do something
different. Damage Effects will be discussed
below, while Condition Effects are covered in
the section on Conditions (see pages 20 - 22).

Damage Effects

Dealing damage is the primary aim of most
Attacks. Scoring multiple dice in a single
strike is the only way to deal big blocks of
damage. Against a tougher opponent, Neal
could have used his [3] to deal a Mortal
Wound. Because the Ember Goblins have
relatively low Health, however, Neal deals
1[2] and 1[1] to the Goblins. Wamae scratches
off the two boxes from the Obstacle’s Tile.
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Move Examples
After the Spined Terrasaur bursts into the Emishi shrine complex, Wamae gives the players
two Moves each as “reaction shots” to the awesome spectacle that just threw the village into
chaos. Because the Terrasaur has 3DT to start the Scene, Wamae is giving the heroes at least a
chance to build some momentum of their own.
Emily begins by declaring a Move for her character, Garre: “I look out for myself. Spotting a
stone structure, Garre grapples up onto the top of it acrobatically, like Jackie Chan style. That’s
totally both my Traits!” Wamae responds, “Well, you only need to trigger one in a Move. Either
way, I’ll give you a Difficulty of 3.” Emily rolls and passes, taking a Drama Token for Garre.
Neal’s rogue “hardly flinches, drawing his two daggers and broadening his stance in
preparation.” He has easily played to his Tough As Nails Trait. Wamae sets the Difficulty at 3, but
Neal fails the roll. He responds quickly, “I stumble against the crowd and begin just pushing
people over as they run into me, still trying to steady my stance and get a handle on what the
hell is happening with that loud crash.” He has artfully played on the “Disturbing the Peace”
Theme. Wamae likes how Neal incorporated the failure of his first roll as precisely the fuel for
his next, giving Neal another Difficulty of 3. This time Neal passes, taking a Drama Token for his
rogue.
Anthony declares, “The great beast destroys the wall right next to Dylla, and he remembers
these creatures very well: Years ago, a pair of fighting Terrasaurs snatched Dylla’s airship out of
the sky as it coasted over the sands and ate half its crew. Dylla barely escaped.” He is playing
to the “Hot Sun, Cold Blood” Theme by drawing on supposed knowledge of the lizard and
its ecology. Wamae likes the attempt, but gives a Difficulty of 8: “You’re an engineer, not a
biologist, bro.” Anthony shrugs, rolls a 9, and takes his DT+ with a grin. “Well, I guess Dylla has a
few surprises in him, or maybe he just remembers that incident particularly vividly.” Wamae tips
his hat.
Emily has been reading her character sheet and sees that Garre has the “Gadget” Facet that
acts as a Move. “Can I use this now?” she asks. Wamae was intending these Moves to be simple
“reaction shots” to the crashing lizard, but he likes Emily’s initiative and lets her go for the
Gadget. She says, “When the Terrasaur rushes past the building I’m on, I shoot my whip out
around its lower jaw and then slide down the roof, off the
other side of the building, pulling the thing’s head into the
stone shed. That’s Slip, Sliding Away.” Wamae gives her a
Difficulty of 5 because it was a rather complex maneuver to
pull off. Emily rolls a 7, taking a Token from the Terrasaur
and giving it to herself [That’s what “Gadget” does].
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Anthony decides that setting up a Condition early
would be smart for a fight wherein the Locals
in Danger! Obstacle starts at 5DT. He declares,
“Since we established that I have some kind of
experience with the Terrasaurs, Dylla knows that
the lizards hate the smell of this really potent fruit
that happens to be piled up in a little cart nearby.
I’m going to start yelling that at the locals and
splattering the area with the fruit. Playing off the
same Theme, of course.” Wamae gives Anthony a
Difficulty of 5, which he passes. Anthony uses the [1]
to create a “Splattered Safe Zone” Condition that
the group can use to sap Drama from the Obstacle.

Attack Examples
After the initial “reaction shots,” Wamae is ready to take turns for the Obstacles: “Okay, our
rogue is now standing at the ready with his knives out, the stampede of villagers giving way as
it rushes along either side of him. Our engineer is throwing this gooey fruit all over a shed and
the dirt ground to give the villagers a place to huddle. And Garre has just dashed the Terrasaur’s
head against a small hut with her whip. MY TURN!”
Wamae rolls a Move for the Locals in Danger! Obstacle first: “Playing on the Easy Pickin’s Trait,
I’m rolling against a Difficulty of 5 to increase the Drama: Several people run in front of the
Terrasaur in terror.” He rolls and fails: “None of them get pinned or stumble, I guess.”
Next, the Terrasaur is up. Wamae says, “The lizard just had its head slammed into the hut,
but it shakes off the thud and proceeds to crash through the building to chase after Garre,
chomping at her as she lands on the ground.” By “shaking off” the impact, Wamae played to
the lizard’s Thick Skin Trait. His “chomping” brings into
play the Razor-Toothed Maw. And charging through
the building triggers both Titan of the Sand and the
Wamae could have played to the
“Monster Mayhem” Theme. Wamae picks up six dice
“Disturbing the Peace” Theme
(2DT + 3 Traits + 1 Theme) to roll against Garre.

as well if he had only added a
small detail that alluded to the
emotional effect on the village of
the Terrasaur demolishing that
first hut. Make sense?

Emily responds: “I guess we can imagine Garre still has
the whip wrapped around his jaw if he followed her
right through the building?” Wamae gives a little nod,
and she continues, “Garre takes a few steps and dives
through a small window in another stone shed just a
few feet away, trying to pull the Terrasaur into another
stone wall.” She pauses, but then thinks of something
else: “And she, like, comes through the window and into a religious relic room or something,
crashing over some important altar and landing amidst shattered jars and things.” Emily played
to her Slip, Sliding Away Trait with the acrobatics and the “Monster Mayhem” Theme for aiming
to add to the monstrous destruction. With her quick addition, she also snagged her Never
Leaves on the Light Trait (disregarding the damage she herself is doing) and the “Disturbing the
Peace” Theme (desecrating the religious room). Smart. Emily also rolls six dice (2DT + 2 Traits +
2 Themes).
Wamae ends up with: 3, 3, 5, 6, 8, 8. Emily scores: 1, 3, 4, 4, 9, 0. Garre has landed [2] on the
Terrasaur and decides to take that opportunity to deal 1[2] in damage. Even though Garre
was only defending, she deals a significant hit to the lizard. Wamae narrates: “You dive into the
sacred hut, breaking the altar and pulling the huge beast’s head against the stone wall. THUD.
Its body doesn’t destroy the building, but instead just slams into the stone.”
Those are the two enemy Obstacles so it is now the heroes’ turns again. The group discusses
options and plans out the round: Garre will use her “Gadget” again; this time to lodge the
Terrasaur’s head in the window. Slightly augmenting the summary of the last turn, she argues
that she pulled the lizard’s head behind her to get it stuck in the little window. Wamae is cool
with that. Emily declares that she will shift the DT from the Terrasaur to Neal if she passes.
Neal will likely charge at the Terrasaur, taking advantage of its lodged head for an Attack.
Anthony will either continue saving the villagers or Attack the Terrasaur depending on how the
others’ turns go.
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Conditions
This is where Mazaki No Fantaji gets truly interesting and strategic. Conditions are ad hoc
dangers that players and Storytellers introduce to combat in the middle of the action. When an
opponent builds a great deal of momentum, dealing it damage becomes increasingly difficult.
For example, a monster with 6 or 7 Drama and a list of
powerful Traits could easily roll 10 or more dice against
your heroes with every Attack (and defense)! Overcoming
Players use Conditions and the
enemies with a big stack of Drama Tokens requires the
narrative effects associated
special power of Conditions: Think of them as landmines or
with them to sabotage the
booby-traps that sap Drama from fighters.

escalating Drama of enemies.

Conditions are created on the spot to fit unique situations,
but it is likely that players and Storytellers will begin to favor
successful strategies for taking out similar enemies or setting up similar dangers. In this way,
managing Conditions is an art: It’s never the same twice, but you eventually get a knack for
approaching familiar monsters or situations.
We like to say that Conditions are both neutral and universal. They are neutral because they
do not necessarily impact one target specifically. Conditions can sap Drama from anyone,
even the person who created it. They are universal because they affect an entire encounter
indiscriminately. Though all Conditions can affect anyone, the best Conditions will be designed
in such a way to hinder the creator’s enemies more than him- or herself.
Whenever a new Condition is created, the players and Storyteller should discuss briefly just
what is happening so everyone is on the same page. Come up with a single phrase or clause to
write on the index card to record the Condition. Place it anywhere on the table. Wait.

Condition Effects

Characters and Obstacles can use [1] from Moves and
Attacks to create and manage existing Conditions.
There are three options available:

This is how role-playing games are
better than video games! Every idea
is viable. Any unique, customized,
idiosyncratic solution is possible.

1. S e t t i n g C o n d i t i o n s
Conditions can be deployed by Moves or Attacks
that land [1]. Most Conditions are made up on the spot, players turning a good idea into a
mechanical advantage in the game.
For example: Andrew’s Guanxi wizard, Xinjin, uses [1] to create a Condition. Xinjin reaches into
his belt and draws out a few handfuls of caltrops, spreading them around him in a circle. Andrew
writes “Xinjin Surrounded by Caltrops” on an index card in red ink and places it down on the table.
This Condition is open for anyone and everyone to play off, but Andrew expects his encroaching
enemies to suffer more than Xinjin by the circumstance.
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Or: Greg’s cocky Andhuran engineer, Seresh, uses [1] from a Move to create a “Seresh is holding the
wrist of the Emishi thief’s sword hand” Condition. This is reasonable since the two were already
wrestling, and feasible since Seresh is trained in Martial Arts. If the thief continues to wrestle, then
he won’t be hit by the Condition. But should he attempt some other action away from Seresh, he’ll
be losing Drama each turn. Seresh is also caught by the Condition, however, and cannot attempt
actions using that hand without suffering the same “DT minus” penalty. Greg would have to
Eliminate the Condition officially with [1] before he could let go. This is a particularly sticky and
committed Condition to put into effect: One never knows the consequences of something so strict.

Conditions (continued)
2. F o r c i n g C o n d i t i o n s
Conditions are like landmines, hiding out on the battlefield waiting for players to trigger them
either on purpose or accident. When a Condition is targeted strategically with [1], we say it is
being Forced. This means that a player comes up with some reasonable narrative effect that
forces an opponent into the grasp of the Condition, sapping its Drama one token.
For example: Later in the fight, when Xinjin is wrestling with an enemy, he scores [3] in an Attack.
Andrew uses [2] to deal damage and the remaining [1] to Force the Condition: “I want to throw the
guy down to deal the damage but make sure he lands on the caltrops to really mess with him.”
Or: Greg is defending against another enemy, himself sapped by the Condition, when he scores [2].
He uses [1] to deal damage to the enemy that he was defending against and the other [1] to Force
the Condition against the Emishi thief: “I kick off the guy attacking me and roll over the thief’s
back, spinning him around and dropping him as I still hold that wristlock on his hand.”

3. E l i m i n a t i n g C o n d i t i o n s
Conditions can be removed from play at any time by a Character or Obstacle spending [1] to
overcome the circumstance. Even though many Conditions are connected to the free will of a
character, they cannot be removed without securing the advantage. Be careful!
For example: The Storyteller uses [1] from an unrelated enemy to sweep up the caltrops on a turn.
Although he wasn’t even rolling against Andrew, the fact that Conditions are neutral and universal
makes them open for manipulation on any turn. Whomever you are rolling against, you can
manage any Condition at play on the table (so long as your declared action can account for it).
Or: Greg eventually wants to let go of the thief. Seresh has already lost a good amount of Drama
while defending against other enemies, and Greg has had enough. He rolls a Move to secure the [1]
necessary to let go of the rogue. Why isn’t letting go automatic? We could say Seresh finally felt
safe to let go of the wrist without getting cut by the blade in the thief’s hand.

Triggering Conditions

There is another Condition Quasi-Effect, one
that does not require [1] to activate. Actually,
Triggering Conditions is the true purpose of a
Condition in the first place. This is the not-so-secret
power of Conditions, and smart players can sap a
good deal of Drama from opponents with sneaky
Conditions that get triggered on accident. Conditions
will be triggered inadvertently whenever players make
mistakes or forget the particular Condition is in play. This is
the most common way to hinder enemies efficiently.
For example: Earlier in the fight, Andrew defends against
an Emishi swordsman and declares “I roll backwards out
of the way.” The Storyteller lifts a finger: “Ooh, looks like
you rolled through those caltrops. That’s Drama-minus,
my friend.” Andrew grumbles but removes a token from
his stack after the defense roll. The goal is to make
these accidental “triggers” happen all the time for your
enemies.
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Conditions Example
Wamae wants the Terrasaur to pin Garre inside that little religious hut. The Andhuran spy is to
be caught inside the room and can’t get out without triggering the Condition. Wamae initially
writes “Garre Pinned Inside Hut” on a Tile. The group discusses the Condition to get a feel for
its scope and substance, and Anthony suggests that there is no way that particular Condition
would be universal. After a little more discussion, Wamae changes the Tile to read “Terrasaur
Guarding Hut Door,” but then that seems too purposive as well. The group finally settles on
“Terrasaur Blocking Hut Door.” This has the
same initial effect on pinning Garre inside,
but the focus is now on what the Terrasaur
Observe: This is how Mazaki No Fantaji
is concretely doing, not what its intended
incorporates tight mechanical strategy
consequence is.

within its qualitative system. Setting up
Conditions and manipulating the qualitative
details to yield mechanical advantage is an
art.

Later in the fight, Dylla scores [1] against
the Terrasaur and wants to somehow sap
a Drama Token from the lizard. “Can I just
throw the fruit at it?” he asks. Wamae points
Sound exhausting? Your own group can be
to the table: “The only way to sap Drama
as lenient or as picky with Conditions as you
is by triggering a Condition, and there is no
‘Aversion to Fruit’ Condition here.” Anthony
want! The point is that the mechanic exists
argues, “But I already established that the
to handle and reward any kind of creative
Terrasaur has an aversion to this fruit.”
problem-solving or player ingenuity.
Wamae replies, “Yes, qualitatively you did,
but not mechanically. You never spent [1]
to make it official on a Tile. And, I probably
would not let you do that anyway since you really cannot just invent weaknesses and aversions
for my Monsters, dude. I allow it as a qualitative fact, but it isn’t marked officially on its own.”
Anthony ponders... He decides to use the [1] to start throwing the gooey fruit at the religious
hut. This uses the established qualitative fact of the aversion to Force the objective “Terrasaur
Blocking Hut Door” Condition, making the fact that the Terrasaur is at the door the official
reason for the hindrance! The lizard is momentarily bothered by the nasty smell because it is
near the hut. That is DT- for the Terrasaur.
Later, Wamae rolls an Attack against Neal: “The Terrasaur chases you through the streets,
chomping after you again and again.” Neal immediately responds: “Dude, how can you chase
me AND guard the door? You just triggered that ‘Terrasaur Blocking Hut Door’ Condition!”
Wamae concurs, removing a Drama Token from the Terrasaur before he rolls the Attack
against Neal’s rogue. The lizard scores [4] even after the DT- and deals some heavy damage.
Well, now what? The Terrasaur just attacked despite the Condition. Is it still in front of the
door? How can it be blocking the door if it just bit Neal in the far street? Do we get rid of the
Tile? Is all lost?! RELAX. The Condition Tile is still in play and still the “official” position of the
Terrasaur. Be creative and let the narrative resolve in a way that satisfies all the Tiles. Wamae
replies to Neal: “The Terrasaur grabs you up in its jaws and shakes you around, throwing you
towards the hut to deal [2]. It then charges at you and bites you again, dealing the second [2]
and ending back at the hut.”
Emily makes a Move: “I slip out the same window I came in through and clamber up another
building to secure a good vantage point.” Wamae facepalms: “Yeah, that was a pretty easy way
to avoid my silly brute, huh? Difficulty of 3.” Emily rolls and takes the DT+ from her Move.
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Selected Glossary
Attack - On a turn, a Character or Obstacle can decide to Attack: He or she declares an action and attempts to “play
to” as many Traits and Themes as possible. The player rolls a number of dice equal to his or her Drama plus 1 for each
Trait and Theme triggered. Some Facets will grant your hero special Attacks, others will be automatic.

Condition - One of the major Tiles in the game and the crux of the qualitative-mechanical engine. Conditions can

be Created, Forced, or Eliminated by using [1] on a Move or an Attack. They represent hindrances or hurdles that are
put in place to sap drama from enemies. We write Conditions in red marker on the Tile.

Damage - The game keeps track of Health or Resistance in blocks that are measured in 1, 2, or 3 dice increments.

These are written in brackets and each correspond to a particular kind of damage: [1], Stress Wounds that can be
caused in combat or when attempting difficult tasks; [2], Flesh Wounds that represent true contact; and [3], Mortal
Wounds that represent severe damage that demands medical attention.

Drama - This is the momentum or intensity of your hero, measured in Tokens that stack on your Character Tile.
Drama is integral to bridging the qualitative and mechanical parts of any action in the game. Meaningful actions
such as drawing swords, cracking knuckles, or telling jokes can increase a hero’s Drama if the action is in line with
developing that character.
DT (Drama Tokens) - The amount of Tokens in your stack. (see Drama)
Elements - The magic system of the game features a wheel of seven elements: Fire, Wood, Earth, Metal, Crystal,
Sky, Water. These lead to strengths and vulnerabilities for particular magical interactions. This Quickstart does not
highlight the hip intricacies of the magic system.

Facet - The specific powers, abilities, weapons, and companions that make up your hero’s Fate. Like a fine gem,
every Fate has several Facets that comprise it. Some Facets will be magical abilities, some technological advances,
some familiars or companions, some curses or stigmas. Some Facets will give your hero special Moves or Attacks,
others will give you extra Tiles to enhance your character or represent allies.
Fate - The overall heroic quality of your character. Not to be confused with “destiny,” Fate is a system of cause and
effect not predestination. Having heroic qualities cannot be denied. Your hero’s life is forever changed, the product
of having these outstanding abilities or items.
Move - A small action that players and Obstacles make to gain Drama or manipulate a Condition. Moves only require
playing to one Trait or Theme and entail rolling a single die. Some Facets are used as Moves, others are automatic.

Obstacle - One of the four major Tiles in the game. Any enemy, hurdle, or objective for the heroes is written down
as an Obstacle (we use black marker). Obstacles can be passive or active, concrete or abstract. Most Obstacles are
destroyed by taking damage during Attacks, but abstract Obstacles are neutralized by reducing their Drama to 0.

Overpower - A Facet or power that comes into play when the character has a certain amount of Drama saved up.
Overpowers do not expend DT to use; they are in effect as long as the DT quota is met.

Power - An ability or special rule for a monster. (see Facet)
Status Effect - The game features nine states or statuses that a player can suffer from. These will be familiar to

those who play Japanese role-playing video games. They are not highlighted in this Quickstart, but certain Facets will
trigger and manipulate an enemy’s Status.

Theme - These Tiles can be “played to” just like a Trait. You might even think of them as Traits for the Scene itself.
Anyone can play to any Theme during an Attack, though some Themes will be more obviously advantageous to
certain parties. We write Themes in blue marker.
Trait - The qualitative descriptors that give a hero his or her uniqueness and temperament. Every Obstacle will also
have at least one Trait, even if that Obstacle is passive. Players “play to” Traits on a roll by declaring an action that
demonstrates, alludes to, activates, or references via wordplay the Trait.

So that’s the game (well, the parts of it we’re giving away for free)! We trust you had a blast
playing Mazaki No Fantaji at the convention or FLGS wherein you picked up this Quickstart.
Want to return the favor? Thanks! We are interested in getting groups together to continue
testing Mazaki throughout the summer before we launch the Kickstarter campaign at Gen Con
in August. The game will grow and expand with YOUR feedback. And YOUR group would be
perfect! How do we know? Because you seem great, gentle gamer (our moms are psychic, and
they told us you were great).

And

there’s

so much more !

O ther races: Neko! Kitsune! Tigers!
R ules for creating and hunting multi-tile monsters
C lockwork, jade-powered mecha
M ajestic and fantastic animals of all kinds
3D maps of cities, villages, and floating fortresses
D eep politics and cultural intrigue
W ays to craft artifacts, recruit familiars, and found cults
P owerful magics based on The Circle of 7 Elements
Stop by the Anthropos Games website to get connected on the forums, send us feedback,
enter contests for giveaways, and stay in touch with updates of Mazaki No Fantaji! You can be
first on the list for SWAG, previews, and information. Think about it. Ground floor. BIG elevator.
YOU. It’s a pretty easy choice, eh? We knew you’d see it our way.

Not into anime?
Our first title, Early Dark, is a low-fantasy
role-playing game with a gritty setting
and a totally unique d10 mechanic. We
signed with Indie Press Revolution to
begin distribution this summer, and we
have already sold hundreds of copies all
over the world!

Check us out online, purchase
the 400+ page hardcover book,
download character sheets, gab in
the forums, or just talk gaming with
us.

www.anthroposgames.com
www.facebook.com/anthroposgames
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